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Preface
Oracle® Linux 6: Accessibility User's Guide describes the accessibility features that are available in the
Oracle Linux 6 operating system.

Document generated on: 2021-03-31 (revision: 11688)

Audience

This document is intended for users and administrators of Oracle Linux. It describes accessibility features
and tasks that are related to assistive technologies that are included in Oracle Linux. Oracle recommends
that you read this document before installing, configuring, and using these features. The guide assumes
that readers have a general understanding of the Linux operating system.

Related Documents

The documentation for this product is available at:

Oracle® Linux Documentation

Conventions

The following text conventions are used in this document:

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated with an
action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for which
you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code in
examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.

Documentation Accessibility

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program website
at
https://www.oracle.com/corporate/accessibility/.

Access to Oracle Support for Accessibility

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support through My Oracle
Support. For information, visit
https://www.oracle.com/corporate/accessibility/learning-support.html#support-tab.

Diversity and Inclusion

Oracle is fully committed to diversity and inclusion. Oracle respects and values having a diverse workforce
that increases thought leadership and innovation. As part of our initiative to build a more inclusive culture
that positively impacts our employees, customers, and partners, we are working to remove insensitive
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Diversity and Inclusion

terms from our products and documentation. We are also mindful of the necessity to maintain compatibility
with our customers' existing technologies and the need to ensure continuity of service as Oracle's offerings
and industry standards evolve. Because of these technical constraints, our effort to remove insensitive
terms is ongoing and will take time and external cooperation.
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Chapter 1 Working With Accessibility Features in Oracle Linux 6
Accessibility features provide a way for users with vision, hearing, and motor impairments to access
and use Oracle Linux software features more easily. This guide provides information and step-by-step
instructions on enabling and configuring the accessibility features that are included in Oracle Linux 6.

The information and instructions in this guide focus primarily on the software features that are available in
the GNOME 2 desktop. Whenever available, command-line instructions are also provided.

1.1 About Assistive Technologies
Assistive technologies are those features in an operating system that you can enable and customize to
provide functionality and accessibility to users with physical impairments. Assistive technologies promote
accessibility by targeting users with specific impairments, such as vision or hearing impairments, or
impaired motor skills.

Alternative presentations that are provided for users with physical impairments include some of the
following:

• Synthesized speech

• Magnified content

• Alternative input methods

• Additional navigation methods

• Content transformations

Oracle Linux provides several assistive features that enable users with physical impairments to use all of
the functionality of the desktop. In addition, there are a variety of tools available in the desktop that enable
you to customize its appearance and behavior.

Note

The Anaconda installation software for Oracle Linux 6 does not provide any
accessibility features.

1.2 Enabling and Customizing Accessibility Features in the GNOME
Desktop

Oracle Linux 6 includes several assistive features for users with vision, hearing, and mobility impairments.
You can enable and customize most assistive features in the GNOME desktop by using the Assistive
Technologies Preferences tool.

To access the Assistive Technologies Preferences preferences tool from the top bar of the GNOME
desktop:

1. Starting from the System menu, select Preferences, and then select Assistive Technologies to open
the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

The Assistive Technologies Preferences tool is divided into two sections: Assistive Technologies
and Preferences. Using the tool, you can enable preferred applications, as well as set preferences for
keyboard and mouse accessibility.
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Enabling and Customizing Accessibility Features in the GNOME Desktop

2. Enable assistive features in the desktop by selecting the Enable assistive technologies check box.

3. To select and customize preferred assistive technologies, click Preferred Applications to open the
Preferred Applications preferences tool.

The Preferred Applications preferences tool includes the following four tabs: Internet, Multimedia,
System, and Accessibility. To customize assistive technologies, start from the accessibility tabbed
section of the tool, which is divided into the following sections:

• Visual

In this section, you can enable preferred applications that provide accessibility features for users
with visual impairments. The following entries are available: Orca, Orca with Magnifier (default),
GNOME Magnifier without Screen Reader, and Custom. The Custom entry provides an option for
configuring an application of your choice.

• Mobility

In this section, you can enable preferred applications that provide accessibility for users with motor
impairments. The following entries are available: GNOME OnScreen Keyboard (default) and
Custom. The Custom entry provides an option for configuring an application of your choice.

a. To change the default application for the Visual or Mobility categories, use the up and down arrows
to select the application.

To configure a custom application of your choice:

i. Use the down arrow to select Custom.

Note that the application must already be installed on your system.

ii. Refer to the application's documentation to determine the command-line invocation for the
application.

iii. Enter the command-line invocation for the application in the Command text-entry field.

b. (Optional) To specify that the preferred application you selected start automatically when you log in
to the system, select the Run at start check box.

c. Click Close to save the changes and return to the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

4. To configure keyboard preferences:

a. In the Preferences section of the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool, click Keyboard
Accessibility.

b. Using the accessibility tabbed section of the Keyboard Preferences tool, customize keyboard
preferences, as needed.

c. Click Close to save the changes and return to the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

For more complete details about customizing keyboard preferences, see Section 4.1, “Customizing
Keyboard Preferences for Accessibility”.
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Enabling Accessibility Features in the GNOME Login Screen

5. To configure mouse preferences:

a. In the Preferences section of the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool, click Mouse
Accessibility.

b. Using the accessibility tabbed section of the Mouse Preferences tool, customize mouse
preferences, as needed.

c. Click Close to save the changes and return to the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

For more complete details about the mouse preferences that you can set and step-by-step instructions,
see Chapter 3, Working With Assistive Mouse Features.

6. When you are done making changes, click Close to exit the Assistive Technologies Preferences
tool.

1.3 Enabling Accessibility Features in the GNOME Login Screen
You can enable assistive features in the login screen of the GNOME desktop prior to logging into the
system.

Click the Accessibility icon located on the bottom panel of the login screen to set the following
preferences:

• Use on-screen keyboard

• Use screen reader

• Use screen magnifier

• Enhance contrast in colors

• Make text larger and easier to read

• Press keyboard shortcuts one key at a time (Sticky Keys)

• Ignore duplicate keypresses (Bounce Keys)

• Press and hold keys to access them (Slow Keys)

For additional information about each of these preferences, see Section 1.2, “Enabling and Customizing
Accessibility Features in the GNOME Desktop”.

1.4 Adding an Application Launcher to the GNOME Desktop
You can start applications from the command line, or you can create an application launcher that adds an
icon for the application to the desktop. You can then launch the application directly from the desktop by
clicking its icon.

To create a launcher for an application and add it to the GNOME desktop:

1. Right-click the desktop area to open a context menu.

2. Click Create Launcher.

3. In the Create Launcher dialog box, confirm that Application is the default setting for Type, then enter
the following required information:
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Adding an Application Launcher to the GNOME Desktop

• Type: Application (Default setting)

• Name: application-name

• Command: command-to-launch-application

• Comment: (Optional field)

For example, you would add a launcher for Orca to the desktop as follows:

• Type: Application (Default setting)

• Name: Orca

• Command: /usr/bin/orca

• Comment: (Optional field)

4. When you are done making changes, click OK to add the icon to the desktop.
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Chapter 2 Working With Screen Readers and Magnifiers
Oracle Linux 6 includes the Orca screen reader. This version of Orca also includes a magnifier. Note,
however, that you have the option to use Orca without a magnifier. See Section 1.2, “Enabling and
Customizing Accessibility Features in the GNOME Desktop” for more information.

Note

The following are known issues for Orca in Oracle Linux 6:

• Orca Magnifier renders the GNOME graphical user interface (GUI) unusable if it
is launched at start-up. (Bug ID 28679873)

• If you launch the Orca Help menu, it is terminated after approximately one
second. (Bug ID 28679903)

2.1 Enabling and Customizing the Orca Screen Reader
The orca (version 2.28.2) package is installed on your Oracle Linux 6 system by default.

To enable Orca from the top bar of the GNOME desktop:

1. Starting from the System menu, select Preferences, and then select Assistive Technologies to open
the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

2. Under the Assistive Technologies section, ensure that the Enable assistive technologies check box is
selected.

3. Click Preferred Applications to open the Preferred Applications preferences tool.

4. From the Accessibility tabbed section, ensure that Orca with Magnifier (the default) is the application
that is selected for the Visual category.

To use Orca without the magnifier, use the up arrow to select Orca.

5. (Optional) To specify that Orca start automatically when you log in to the system, select the Run at
start check box.

6. Click Close to save the changes.

7. Continue configuring preferences by using the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool, or click
Close to exit the tool.

8. (Optional) Add an application launcher for Orca so that you can launch the application directly from the
desktop.

For instructions, see Section 1.4, “Adding an Application Launcher to the GNOME Desktop”, where for
Step 3, you would enter the following required information for Orca:

• Type: Application (Default setting)

• Name: Orca

• Command: /usr/bin/orca

• Comment: (Optional field)
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Customizing Preferences for Orca

You can also start Orca by typing the following command:

$ orca

Note that the first time you start Orca, the Orca Screen Reader (or Orca Screen Reader/ Magnifier)
preferences dialog is displayed. Here, you can set preferences and enable features for the application,
including whether to enable braille and also whether to enable Orca at system start-up. See
Customizing Preferences for Orca for more information.

Customizing Preferences for Orca

You customize preferences for Orca by using the Orca Screen Reader dialog. This dialog is displayed the
first time you launch Orca, either from the command line or the desktop, or when you reboot your system
after specifying that Orca run at system start.

To customize preferences for Orca:

1. In the Orca Screen Reader dialog, click Preferences to open the Orca Preferences window.

The Orca Preferences window includes 8 tabs that contain the following configurable preferences:

• General: Configure general preferences for how Orca behaves.

• Speech: Configure preferences for what gets spoken.

• Braille: Configure preferences for braille display support.

• Key Echo: Configure preferences for echo keys, as well as by character, word, and sentence.

• Magnifier: Enable the magnifier that is included with the Orca screen reader.

• Key Bindings: Enable keyboard shortcuts for Orca.

• Pronunciation: Enable preferences for how words are pronounced.

• Text Attributes: Enable preferences for the type of formatting that is presented.

After you have configured preferences for Orca, log out of the system and then log back in for the changes
to take effect.

See the Help menu for a more detailed description of each of these preferences.

2.2 Enabling and Customizing the GNOME Magnifier
The GNOME Magnifier is the default magnifier that is provided in Oracle Linux 6.

Note

The following is a known issue for the GNOME Magnifier in Oracle Linux 6: GNOME
Magnifier does not work out of the box. (Bug ID 28679884)

Due to the limitation introduced by this bug, the following steps that describe how
to enable the GNOME Magnifier in the GNOME desktop do not work as expected.
Note that it is possible to enable the GNOME Magnifier by using more involved
setup instructions. However, these steps are beyond the scope of this document.
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Using the Festival Command Interpreter

For more information about the detailed setup that is necessary to configure the
tool, run the man magnifier command.

An alternative to using the GNOME Magnifier is to use the magnifier that is provided
for use with the Orca screen reader in Oracle Linux 6. For more information, see
Section 2.1, “Enabling and Customizing the Orca Screen Reader”.

To enable the GNOME Magnifier from the top bar of the GNOME desktop:

1. Starting from the System menu, select Preferences, and then select Assistive Technologies to open
the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

2. Under the Assistive Technologies section, ensure that the Enable assistive technologies check box is
selected.

3. Click Preferred Applications to open the Preferred Applications  preferences tool.

4. From the Accessibility tabbed section, ensure that GNOME Magnifier without Screen Reader is the
application that is selected for the Visual category.

5. (Optional) To specify that the GNOME Magniifer is enabled automatically when you log in to the
system, select the Run at start check box.

6. Click Close to save the changes.

7. Continue configuring preferences by using the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool, or click
Close to exit the tool.

8. (Optional) Add an application launcher for the GNOME Magnifier so that you can launch the application
directly from the desktop.

For instructions, see Section 1.4, “Adding an Application Launcher to the GNOME Desktop”, where for
Step 3, you would enter the following required information for the GNOME Magnifier:

• Type: Application (Default setting)

• Name: GNOME Magnifier

• Command: /usr/bin/magnifier...

• Comment: (Optional field)

2.3 Using the Festival Command Interpreter
In addition to the default eSpeak speech synthesizer that is used by Orca, you can use the Festival Speech
Synthesis System, which is a general purpose text-to-speech command-line tool. The festival (version
1.96) package is installed on your Oracle Linux 6 system by default.

You can use Festival in command mode and tts (text-to-speech) mode. Users with impaired vision
can run the festival command with the --tts option to render text files as speech, as shown in the
following example:

$ festival --tts path_to_text_file 

For up-to-date information about Festival, including detailed command-line usage and examples, run the
man festival command.
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Chapter 3 Working With Assistive Mouse Features
Assistive mouse features provide alternative ways for users with motor impairments and limited mobility
to use a mouse. Some of this functionality is provided by the Mousetweaks tool, which you can also
invoke by using the command line. To obtain up-to-date command-line usage for the tool, run the man
mousetweaks command.

To customize mouse features from the top bar of the GNOME desktop:

1. Starting from the System menu, select Preferences, and then select Assistive Technologies to open
the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

2. Click Mouse Accessibility to open the Mouse Preferences tool.

3. Using the accessibility tabbed section of the Mouse Preferences, set the following mouse preferences:

• Simulated Secondary Click: This function triggers a secondary click by holding down the primary
button. Activating this feature enables you to perform secondary clicks by using the primary mouse
button, which is useful in situations where you only have one mouse button. Select the Trigger
secondary click by holding down the primary button check box to enable this setting. You can
specify a length of time for a delay (ranging from Short to Long) by adjusting the Delay slider.

• Dwell Click: This function provides the option to initiate a mouse click when stopping pointer
movement. Select the Initiate click when stopping pointer movement check box to enable the
feature. To specify a length of time for a delay (ranging from Short to Long), adjust the Delay slider.
To specify a motion threshold (ranging from Small to Large), adjust the Motion threshold slider.

You can also choose from the following options for Dwell Click: Initiate click when stopping
pointer movement and Choose type of click with mouse gestures.

Selecting the Initiate click when stopping pointer movement option enables you to also select the
Show click type window option.

Tip

You can also use the Dwell Click panel applet to choose the click type.

Selecting the Choose type of click with mouse gestures optional enables you to modify or disable
the following mouse gestures:

• Single click

• Double click

• Drag click

• Secondary click

4. When you are done making changes, click Close to exit the Mouse Preferences tool.

5. Continue configuring preferences by using the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool, or click
Close to exit the tool.
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Chapter 4 Working With On-Screen Keyboards
You typically use on-screen keyboards in situations where no keyboard exists or access to a keyboard is
not possible; for example, wearable computers or palm devices. You can also use on-screen keyboards
with a mouse or no-hand tools.

4.1 Customizing Keyboard Preferences for Accessibility

You can customize keyboard preferences and enable various features for accessibility in the GNOME
desktop by using the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

To customize keyboard preferences from the top bar of the GNOME desktop:

1. Starting from the System menu, select Preferences, and then select Assistive Technologies to open
the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

2. Click Keyboard Accessibility to open the Keyboard Preferences tool.

3. Using the accessibility tabbed section of the Keyboard Preferences tool, set the following keyboard
preferences:

• Accessibility features can be toggled with keyboard shortcuts: Provides the ability to set
preferences for using the keyboard to toggle accessibility features. To enable this feature, select the
check box.

• Sticky Keys: Enables a sequence of keys to be treated as keyboard combinations. The following
preferences are available: Simulate simultaneous keypresses and Disable sticky keys if two
keys are pressed together (default). To enable or disable either preference, select or deselect the
associated check box. You can enable these preferences individually or in combination with one
another.

• Slow Keys: Inserts a delay between the time a key is pressed and the time it is accepted. To enable
this feature, select the Only accept long keypresses check box. You can specify a length of time for
the delay (ranging from Short to Long) by adjusting the Slow-keys slider.

• Bounce Keys: Ignores fast or duplicate key presses. You can specify a length of time for the delay
(ranging from Short to Long) by adjusting the Bounce-keys slider.

• Audio Feedback...: Provides the option to set audio feedback preferences, as well as visual cues.

• Click Audio Feedback to open the Keyboard Accessibility Audio Feedback group, where you
can set the following preferences:

• General: You can set the following two preferences:

• Beep when accessibility features are turned on or off

• Beep when a toggle key is pressed

You can set these preferences individually or in combination with one another by selecting the
associated check box.

• Sticky Keys: Provides the option to set the following preference: Beep when a modifier key is
pressed. To set the preference, select the check box.

11
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Enabling and Customizing the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard

• Visual cues for sounds: Provides the option to set the following preference: Show visual
feedback for the alert sound. To set the preference, select the check box.

When this preference is selected, you can enable either of the following options: Flash window
titlebar or Flash entire screen (default).

• Click Close to save the changes, exit the Keyboard Accessibility Audio Feedback group, and
return to the Keyboard Preferences tool.

4. (Optional) To test that the preferences you selected work as expected, type a sample text string into the
Type to test settings: field.

5. When you are done making changes, close the Keyboard Preferences tool.

6. Continue configuring preferences by using the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool, or click
Close to exit the tool.

4.2 Enabling and Customizing the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard

In Oracle Linux 6, the default on-screen keyboard is the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard (GOK). You can use
GOK to select windows and input text without using a physical keyboard.

Note

The following is a known issue for the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard in Oracle
Linux 6: Help menu for the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard is inaccessible. (Bug ID
28679895)

To enable the on-screen keyboard from the top bar of the GNOME desktop:

1. Starting from the System menu, select Preferences, and then select Assistive Technologies to open
the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool.

2. Under the Assistive Technologies section, ensure that the Enable assistive technologies check box is
selected.

3. Click Preferred Applications to open the Preferred Applications preferences tool.

4. From the Accessibility tabbed section, ensure that GNOME OnScreen Keyboard is the application
that is selected for the Mobility category.

5. (Optional) To specify that the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard is enabled automatically when you log in to
the system, select the Run at start check box.

6. Click Close to save the changes.

7. Continue configuring preferences by using the Assistive Technologies Preferences tool, or click
Close to exit the tool.

8. (Optional) Add an application launcher for the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard so that you can launch the
application directly from the desktop.

For instructions, see Section 1.4, “Adding an Application Launcher to the GNOME Desktop”, where for
Step 3, you would enter the following required information for the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard:
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Installing the Indic Onscreen Keyboard

• Type: Application (Default setting)

• Name: GNOME OnScreen Keyboard

• Command: /usr/bin/gok

• Comment: (Optional field)

You can also start the GNOME OnScreen Keyboard by typing the following command:

$ gok

4.3 Installing the Indic Onscreen Keyboard

The Indic Onscreen Keyboard (iok) is a screen-based, virtual keyboard that you can use to enter English
and Indic languages. The keyboard enables input by using one-to-one key mappings. For more information
about supported keymaps, go to https://sourceforge.net/projects/iok/.

Depending on your installation method, the iok package might be installed on your Oracle Linux 6 system
by default. However, if the package is not installed, you can install it from the command line as follows:

# yum install iok

To install the application from the top bar of the GNOME desktop:

1. Starting from the System menu, select Administration, then select Add/Remove Software.

2. From the System menu in the Add/Remove Software window, select Software Sources .

3. In the Software Sources window, select the Oracle Linux 6Server Latest (x86_64) check box

If prompted for authentication, enter the root password.

4. Click Close to save the changes.

5. In the search field of the Add/Remove Software window, enter "iok", then click Find.

6. When the Indic Onscreen Virtual Keyboard selection is displayed in the right pane, select the check
box, then click Apply.

7. In the Do you trust the source of the packages? dialog, click Yes.

If prompted to authenticate again, enter the root password.

When the activity messages at the bottom of the screen disappear, the installation has completed.

8. Select System, then click Quit to close the Add/Remove Software window.

9. (Optional) Add an application launcher for the Indic Onscreen Keyboard so that you can launch the
application directly from the desktop.

For instructions, see Section 1.4, “Adding an Application Launcher to the GNOME Desktop”, where for
Step 3, you would enter the following required information for the Indic Onscreen Keyboard:

• Type: Application (Default setting)
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The software described in this documentation is either in Extended Support or Sustaining Support. See
https://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/enterprise-linux-support-policies-069172.pdf for more information.
Oracle recommends that you upgrade the software described by this documentation as soon as possible.

Installing the Indic Onscreen Keyboard

• Name: Indic Onscreen Keyboard

• Command: /usr/bin/iok

• Comment: (Optional field)

You can also start the Indic Onscreen Keyboard by typing the following command:

$ iok
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The software described in this documentation is either in Extended Support or Sustaining Support. See
https://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/enterprise-linux-support-policies-069172.pdf for more information.
Oracle recommends that you upgrade the software described by this documentation as soon as possible.

Chapter 5 About Documentation Accessibility Features
This chapter describes documentation accessibility features and known issues in Oracle Linux 6.

Documentation HTML Access Keys

To use the documentation without using a mouse, you can use HTML access keys. Enter the HTML
access key for your browser, plus the access key letter. For example, using Mozilla Firefox, press Alt+Shift
+n to go to the next page. See your web browser documentation to find the key combination to use for
HTML access keys. The following table lists the tasks you can perform using access keys.

Task Access Key

Go to the next page n

Go to the previous page p

Go to the document home page h

Go up a level in the document u

Activate the Contents tab c

Activate the Search tab s

In addition to the HTML access keys, the following keyboard shortcuts are available:

Task Shortcut
Key

Toggle hide and show the sidebar Ctrl+Left
Arrow

Toggle hide and show page header Ctrl+Up
Arrow

Documentation Accessibility Issues

The following are known accessibility issues for the Oracle Linux documentation:

• Some JavaScript text items are not translated (Bug: 26717963)

• HTML page heading levels might not start at h1 (Bug: 26717728)

• Book title can extend off the screen with 200% zoom (Bug: 26717874)
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